HESPERALOE PARVIFLORA ‘PERPA’ BRAKELIGHTS® PP# 21729

BRAKELIGHTS® RED YUCCA

This selection of Hesperaloe parviflora has
traffic-stopping, vivid red flowers and a
compact growth habit. It grows slowly to
form a two-foot clump of narrow, leathery,
blue-green leaves. This tough, low maintenance plant thrives in full sun and reflected
heat, and is a durable choice for streetscapes and public spaces. It also shines as a
specimen container plant. The species is
native to Texas and northern Mexico, and
survives in a wide range of climates and
soils. The flowers attract hummingbirds.

AT A GLANCE SUMMARY
SIZE (H X W)

2 feet x 2 feet

FLOWER COLOR

Bright Red

FLOWER SEASON

Sept-June in Low Deserts

EXPOSURE

Full Sun

WATER

Low

GROWTH RATE

Slow

HARDINESS

-20º F, USDA Zone 5

PRUNING

Remove old flower
stalks
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HESPERALOE X PINK PARADE® PP# 21828

For over a decade Ron Gass has been breeding
Hesperaloe species, searching for clones to fill
landscape niches. Pink Parade® is his latest
introduction, and is getting rave reviews from
landscape designers for the architectural form
of its flower spikes and foliage. A hybrid
between Hesperaloe funifera and Hesperaloe
parviflora, this plant is as durable and bullet
proof as both parents. The leaves are bright
green, about an inch wide, and form an upright
clump to 3-4 feet tall and wide. The 8-foot-tall
flower spikes remain very straight, forming a
linear pink line when planted in rows. Pink
Parade® is perfect for right-of-way plantings
and any sunny, hot, reflected heat location.
Flowering seasons may vary by region, but in
Phoenix flowering begins in late spring. The
tubular flowers attract hummingbirds.

AT A GLANCE SUMMARY
SIZE (H X W)

3-4 ft X 3-4 ft

FLOWER COLOR

Pink

FLOWER SEASON

Spring to Fall

EXPOSURE

Full sun, reflected heat

WATER

Low

GROWTH RATE

Slow to moderate

HARDINESS

-10º F, USDA Zone 6

PRUNING

Remove spent flower
stalks
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HESPERALOE PARVIFLORA
YELLOW YUCCA
Hesperaloe parviflora is one of the most
carefree plants you’ll find, and it produces
long-lasting flower spikes throughout the
summer. The common red-flowering plants
have been a staple in southwestern landscapes
for years, but the yellow-flowering selection
is a more recent introduction. The two flower
colors make a stunning combination! Hesperaloe parviflora forms a three-foot clump of
stiff, leathery, grey-green leaves. The tubular
flowers attract hummingbirds. This tough
plant thrives in full sun, reflected heat, and
even tolerates some light shade if drainage is
adequate. Hesperaloe parviflora also makes a
great container plant, and is a clean choice for
pool areas. This native of Texas and northern
Mexico tolerates temperatures to -20q F.
USDA Zone 5.

AT A GLANCE SUMMARY
SIZE (H X W)

3 feet x 3 feet

FLOWER COLOR

Yellow

FLOWER SEASON

May-September

EXPOSURE

Full sun, part shade

WATER

Low

GROWTH RATE

Slow to moderate

HARDINESS

-20º F, USDA Zone 5

PRUNING

Remove spent spikes

© Copyright by Mountain States Wholesale Nursery 2003

YUCCA PALLIDA
PALE LEAF YUCCA

Native to north-central Texas, this
trunkless yucca is a good choice for
locations where a low-growing form
is required. It can eventually form
wide clumps with up to 30 heads. Its
flexible, pale blue-green leaves
measure 1 inch wide by 1 foot long.
The leaf margins have a light yellow
to white stripe and are finely
serrated. In late spring it produces a
flower stalk covered by large, pure
white, bell-shaped flowers. Pale leaf
Yucca is cold hardy to -10°F. USDA
Zone 6.

AT A GLANCE SUMMARY
SIZE (H X W)

1-2 feet x 1-3 feet

FLOWER COLOR

White

FLOWER SEASON

Summer

EXPOSURE

Full Sun

WATER

Low

GROWTH RATE

Slow

HARDINESS

-10º F, USDA Zone 6

PRUNING

Remove Spent Flower
Stalks

© Copyright by Mountain States Wholesale Nursery 2005
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BOUTELOUA GRACILIS ‘BLOND AMBITION’ P.P. 22048
BLOND AMBITION BLUE GRAMA
Selected by renowned plantsman David
Salmon of High Country Gardens in
Santa Fe, this showy selection of blue
grama grass has huge chartreuse flowers
that dance above the foliage. They mature
into long-lasting blond seedheads that add
interest all year. This
selection of blue
grama is larger than the species, growing
to 30-36 inches tall. The narrow green
leaves dry to a tan color in the winter
months. This warm-season, clumping
grass is extremely cold hardy and durable.
Plant in full sun, but provide ample summer irrigation in the low deserts to maintain a lush green look. It will benefit from
a good hard pruning or mowing in the
early spring to remove dormant winter
foliage and spent flower spikes. USDA
Zone 4.

AT A GLANCE SUMMARY
SIZE (H X W)

2.5-3 feet x 2.5-3 feet

FLOWER COLOR

Green to purple

FLOWER SEASON

Spring - Summer

EXPOSURE

Full sun

WATER

Low

GROWTH RATE

Fast

HARDINESS

-20º F, USDA Zone 4

PRUNING

Cut back in spring

MUHLENBERGIA EMERSLEYI EL TORO®
BULL GRASS

El Toro® grows in dense colonies in oak woodlands from Arizona to Texas. This clone was
collected in southeastern Arizona, and was
selected for its showy rosy-purple panicles. This
petite, dense grass grows to about 2 feet tall and
wide, with a slightly coarse texture. The long
blue-green leaves are wider than the other
Muhlenbergia species discussed here. In the fall
months it sends up masses of loose, rosy-purple
flower spikes, which dry to a tan color in the
winter. This is one of the most drought-tolerant
muhlys, and thrives in full sun and reflected heat
locations. It also handles shady exposures, almost
any soils, and is hardy to at least –10q F. A vigorous spring pruning will remove any dormant foliage and flower spikes. Be careful not to cut back
during the hot summer months! USDA Zone 6.

AT A GLANCE SUMMARY
SIZE (H X W)

2 feet x 2-3 feet

FLOWER COLOR

Light Purple

FLOWER SEASON

Fall

EXPOSURE

Full sun, part shade

WATER

Moderate

GROWTH RATE

Fast

HARDINESS

-10º F, USDA Zone 6

PRUNING

Cut back in early spring
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CHRYSACTINIA MEXICANA
DAMIANITA
This small, compact shrub grows to
form a dense rounded mound, with
needlelike green leaves and yellow
daisy-like flowers. Its tiny leaves
have a sweet-smelling aroma when
crushed. In the fall and spring it is
transformed into a vibrant, bright
yellow mound of tiny daisy-like
flowers. Damianita is a very tough,
durable plant, tolerating extreme
heat and cold. It should be planted
in full sun and well-drained soil.
Over time, this plant can become
woody. Light shearing in late
spring will remove the old flower
heads and encourage new growth.

AT A GLANCE SUMMARY
SIZE (H X W)

2 feet x 2 feet

FLOWER COLOR

Yellow

FLOWER SEASON

Spring, Fall

EXPOSURE

Full Sun

WATER

Low

GROWTH RATE

Slow - Moderate

HARDINESS

0º F, USDA Zone 6

PRUNING

Late Spring

© Copyright by Mountain States Wholesale Nursery 2006
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BULBINE FRUTESCENS
TINY TANGERINE ™

New from Mountain States, this dwarf form
of the orange Bulbine is great for small
spaces. Native to South Africa, this clumping
succulent spreads by rhizomes (underground
stems) to create low mounds to one foot tall
by 1.5 feet wide. The cylindrical succulent,
dark green leaves are about 4 – 6 inches long,
resembling those of green onions. From fall
through spring the plants are topped by 12inch-long spikes of orange flowers. For the
low desert, some shade is recommended to
avoid leaf tip burn. It is ideal in containers,
as an understory plant beneath desert trees,
or in tight plantings places along sidewalks
and entries. Plant in full sun to part shade,
and in well-drained soils. Hardy to 10° F.
USDA Zone 7.

AT A GLANCE SUMMARY
SIZE (H X W)

1 foot x 1.5 feet

FLOWER COLOR

Orange

FLOWER SEASON

Fall, winter, spring

EXPOSURE

Full sun, part shade

WATER

Low

GROWTH RATE

Fast

HARDINESS

10º F, USDA Zone 7

PRUNING

Occasional thinning
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DALEA GREGGII
TRAILING INDIGO BUSH

This long-lived, durable ground cover
requires almost no maintenance. Dalea
greggii is a ground cover that thrives in
full sun and reflected heat locations,
forming a dense silvery mound to only
one to two feet tall. The fuzzy purple
flower balls produced in the spring and
early summer are not overly showy,
although the bees seem to like them.
Trailing indigo bush is a great choice for
steep banks, or other areas where erosion
control is needed. It is notorious for looking scraggly in nursery containers, but
don’t let that discourage you from trying
it. Once established, it’s one of the hardiest ground covers available! Just be careful not to mix this ground cover with
water-loving plants, as it is susceptible to
rotting out if over-watered.

AT A GLANCE SUMMARY
SIZE (H X W)

2 feet x 6-8 feet

FLOWER COLOR

Rose-Purple

FLOWER SEASON

Summer

EXPOSURE

Full Sun,
Reflected Heat

WATER

Low

GROWTH RATE

Fast

HARDINESS

10º F, USDA Zone 7

PRUNING

Minimal

© Copyright by Mountain States Wholesale Nursery 2006
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DALEA CAPITATA
SIERRA GOLD ®

This durable, semi-deciduous groundcover grows quickly to about 8 inches
tall by 3 feet wide. Because of its
compact size and tolerance to reflected heat, Dalea capitata is often
used in tight planting areas, such as
street medians and parking lot planters. Rabbits seem to avoid the bright
green, fine-textured, aromatic foliage.
Small yellow flower spikes carpet
Sierra Gold ® in the spring and fall.
Dalea capitata should be planted in
full sun exposures, and well-drained
soil. It is native to Mexico.

AT A GLANCE SUMMARY
SIZE (H X W)

8 -12 inches x 3 - 4 feet

FLOWER COLOR

Yellow

FLOWER SEASON

Spring, Fall

EXPOSURE

Full Sun

WATER

Low - Moderate

GROWTH RATE

Fast

HARDINESS

0º F, USDA Zone 6

PRUNING

Shear in Early Spring

© Copyright by Mountain States Wholesale Nursery 2006
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EREMOPHILA GLABRA ‘MINGENEW GOLD’
OUTBACK SUNRISE EMU

How exciting to find an evergreen,
durable groundcover to add to our plant
palette! Outback Sunrise is native to
Australia, but thrives in our extreme
Phoenix heat. It has proven itself in roadway plantings in the master-planned
community of Verrado, on the outskirts
on Phoenix. Outback Sunrise withstands
full sun and reflected heat, but will also
perform well in light shade. It is very
drought tolerant once established, and it
grows quickly. Masses of tubular yellow
flowers cover the plant through the
spring. USDA Zone 8.

AT A GLANCE SUMMARY
SIZE (H X W)

1’ x 6-10’

FLOWER COLOR

Yellow

FLOWER SEASON

Spring

EXPOSURE

Full sun to part shade

WATER

Low

GROWTH RATE

Fast

HARDINESS

15º F, USDA Zone 8

PRUNING

None
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BACCHARIS X ‘STARN’ P.P. #11240
THOMPSON TM
Similar in growth habit to Baccharis x
‘Centennial’, this patented clone can be
used in mass plantings to cover large
areas on golf courses, streetscapes, or
other commercial projects. This spreading
shrub stays green all year, and tolerates
extreme heat and reflected heat. This
clone is a male plant, which means that it
does not produce the messy white fluff
(seed head litter) produced in abundance
by the female ‘Centennial’. As a male
plant, Thompson™ also eliminates the
production of unwanted seedlings. If
possible, avoid planting or pruning this
plant in the hot summer months. Once
plants are established, cut back the irrigation by 30% to help maintain a more
compact size. Thompson™ is easily
identified by the patent tag.

AT A GLANCE SUMMARY
SIZE (H X W)

3 feet x 4-5 feet

FLOWER COLOR

Inconspicuous

FLOWER SEASON

Fall

EXPOSURE

Full Sun

WATER

Low to Moderate

GROWTH RATE

Moderate

HARDINESS

0º F, USDA Zone 6

PRUNING

Shear in Early Fall

© Copyright by Mountain States Wholesale Nursery 2006
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SPHAERALCEA AMBIGUA
GLOBE MALLOW
This native perennial has a relaxed, sprawling
form that mixes well with other desert plants.
Although a light orange flower color is the
most common, other color selections have been
made from wild populations, ranging from
pink to red to white to lavender. Our blocks of
regular Sphaeralcea ambigua contain a mix of
several flower colors. Globe mallow may start
to look rangy after flowering, and should be
cut back to about six inches tall in the early
fall. Soon after, it will generate many fresh herbaceous stems from the woody base, quickly
reaching a height and width of three feet in one
growing season. The small, grayish-green,
three lobed leaves are covered with tiny hairs
that can be irritating to some people. Be sure to
wear gloves and long sleeves when pruning
this plant! Globe mallow is extremely drought
tolerant.

AT A GLANCE SUMMARY
SIZE (H X W)

3 feet x 3 feet

FLOWER COLOR

Mostly Orange, but
Also White, Pink, Red
and Lavender

FLOWER SEASON

Spring

EXPOSURE

Full Sun, Reflected
Heat

WATER

Low

GROWTH RATE

Fast

HARDINESS

-10º F, USDA Zone 6

PRUNING

Shear After Flowering

The most common orange-flowering form of Globe
Mallow is shown above. Other colors do occur in
nature as show in the photos to the right.

© Copyright by Mountain States Wholesale Nursery 2006
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SPHAERALCEA AMBIGUA LOUIS HAMILTON™

GLOBE MALLOW
This native perennial has a relaxed, sprawling
form that mixes well with other desert plants.
The Louis Hamilton™ clone blooms profusely
in the spring with large watermelon-red
blossoms. It can also flower intermittently
through the spring and fall. Globe mallow starts
to look rangy after flowering, and should be cut
back to about six inches tall in the early fall.
Soon after, it will generate many fresh herbaceous stems from the woody base, quickly
reaching a height and width of three feet in one
growing season. The small, grayish-green, three
lobed leaves are covered with tiny hairs that can
be quite irritating. Be sure to wear gloves and
long sleeves when pruning this plant! Globe
mallow is hardy to -10º F, and is extremely
drought tolerant. It performs best in full sun and
reflected heat exposures. USDA Zone 6.

AT A GLANCE SUMMARY
SIZE (H X W)

2 foot x 2-3 feet

FLOWER COLOR

Red

FLOWER SEASON

Spring through Fall

EXPOSURE

Full sun

WATER

Low

GROWTH RATE

Fast

HARDINESS

-10º F, USDA Zone 6

PRUNING

Cut back in winter

© Copyright by Mountain States Wholesale Nursery 2003

EREMOPHILA HYGROPHANA
BLUE BELLS™

Petite shrubs are always popular, and
this little evergreen plant combines
stunning purple flowers with silvery
foliage. It closely resembles a Texas
ranger, but this shrub is native to the
deserts of Western Australia. Showy
tubular flowers attract hummingbirds
to the garden all year in the Phoenix
area. A full sun exposure and good
drainage are preferred. At 17° F, tip
damage occurred on test plants, but
recovery was rapid in the spring. Try
Eremophila hygrophana in front of
Eremophila maculata Valentine®!

AT A GLANCE SUMMARY
SIZE (H X W)

2-3 ft tall x 3 ft wide

FLOWER COLOR

Purple-blue

FLOWER SEASON

Year ‘round

EXPOSURE

Full sun

WATER

Low

GROWTH RATE

Moderate

HARDINESS

17º F, USDA Zone 8

PRUNING

Minimal shaping

© Copyright by Mountain States Wholesale Nursery 2008
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DALEA FRUTESCENS SIERRA NEGRA TM
BLACK DALEA
Because it is a rare fall bloomer,
black dalea is an indispensable
ingredient for desert landscapes. It
the late fall, it is covered with
masses of intense purple flowers that
provide a striking contrast for our
many yellow-flowering plants. Evergreen in the low deserts, this shrub
forms a rounded mound of finetextured grey-green foliage. Plant
Sierra Negra TM in full sun, welldrained soil, and be careful not to
over-water. Bees will converge on
this shrub during the bloom season.

AT A GLANCE SUMMARY
SIZE (H X W)

4 feet x 5 feet

FLOWER COLOR

Rose - Purple

FLOWER SEASON

Fall

EXPOSURE

Full Sun,
Reflected Heat

WATER

Low

GROWTH RATE

Moderate - Fast

HARDINESS

0º F, USDA Zone 6

PRUNING

Shear in Early Spring

© Copyright by Mountain States Wholesale Nursery 2006
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ERICAMERIA LARICIFOLIA
AGUIRRE ™
Long-lived, compact, evergreen, and tolerant of
extreme heat and cold, turpentine bush is one of
the shining stars for higher elevations. Turpentine
bush is native to the southwestern U.S. and northern Mexico, at elevations from 3000 to 6000 feet.
The Aguirre™ clone was collected in southcentral New Mexico, and was chosen for its
showy flowers and rich green foliage. It has a
rounded, compact form to 2-3 feet tall and wide.
The aromatic, bright green needlelike leaves are
covered with a sticky resin that smells like turpentine. Masses of showy yellow daisy-like flowers
are produced at the branch tips in the fall. The
flowers are followed by scruffy-looking tan seed
heads, which can be pruned off for a more refined
appearance. Plants can also be pruned back periodically to maintain a dense, tight form. Turpentine bush prefers full sun and well-drained soil.

AT A GLANCE SUMMARY
SIZE (H X W)

6 feet
x 6x feet
2-3
feet
2-3 feet

FLOWER COLOR

CreamyYellow
Yellow
Bright

Spring and Summer
FLOWERING TIME Fall
EXPOSURE

Full Sun

WATER

Low

GROWTH RATE

Slow to Moderate

HARDINESS

-20º F, USDA Zone 64
-10º

PRUNING

Prune
onlyafter
if needed
Tip
prune
to
control size
flowering

© Copyright by Mountain States Wholesale Nursery 2004

EREMOPHILA MACULATA
VALENTINE ®
This evergreen shrub from Australia
blooms in the winter with red to hot pink
tubular flowers. It has a naturally dense
form and is extremely heat tolerant.
Valentine ® blooms from January through
March with masses of red flower buds that
open to form hot pink, fuchsia-like
blossoms. In the winter months the tiny,
dark green leaves develop an attractive reddish tinge. If left unpruned, it has a spiky,
natural form very similar to that of
Chihuahuan sage (Leucophyllum
laevigatum). However, it responds well to
shearing, and can be maintained in a tight
ball, if desired. In fact, blooming occurs on
new tip growth, so an annual shearing is
recommended in late spring, after flowering has ended. Plant it in full sun for best
growth and flower production.

AT A GLANCE SUMMARY
SIZE (H X W)

4 feet x 4-5 feet

FLOWER COLOR

Red to Hot Pink

FLOWER SEASON

Winter to Early Spring

EXPOSURE

Full sun, Reflected Sun

WATER

Low - Moderate

GROWTH RATE

Moderate - Fast

HARDINESS

15º F, USDA Zone 8

PRUNING

Shear in March or After
Bloom

© Copyright by Mountain States Wholesale Nursery 2006
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LEUCOPHYLLUM LANGMANIAE
‘LYNN’S LEGACY’
This selection of Texas sage was collected by
Lynn Lowrey, a very special plantsman from east
Texas. Lynn, who passed away in 1997, is a legend among botanists and plant collectors. With his
usual discerning eye, Lynn picked out this clone
for its profuse and frequent flower displays.
‘Lynn’s Legacy’ grows slowly to about 5 feet tall
and wide, with a dense, rounded form. Its green
foliage is a wonderful backdrop for the lavender
flowers. Compared to most selections of Texas
sage, this clone is not as dependent on changes in
relative humidity for flowering. This means that
it blooms more often during the course of the
summer than other selections. In fact, this clone is
called ‘Lynn’s Everblooming’ in Texas. In many
ways, ‘Lynn’s Legacy’ is very similar to Rio
Bravo™, but grows more slowly and blooms
more frequently. Hardy to 10° F, USDA Zone 7.

AT A GLANCE SUMMARY
SIZE (H X W)

5 feet x 5 feet

FLOWER COLOR

Lavender

FLOWER SEASON

Summer

EXPOSURE

Full sun

WATER

Low

GROWTH RATE

Moderate

HARDINESS

10º F, USDA Zone 7

PRUNING

Prune to shape

© Copyright by Mountain States Wholesale Nursery 2002

LEUCOPHYLLUM FRUTESCENS ‘COMPACTA’
COMPACT TEXAS RANGER

Although this is one of the oldest
Leucophyllum selections, it is still a winner!
Its dense, rounded form requires little or no
pruning, and its mature size of 5 feet tall and
wide is still small enough to warrant a space
in most residential gardens. 'Compacta' has
evergreen grey-silver foliage and produces
oodles of dark pink flowers when the humidity rises in the summer and fall. It tolerates
more water and heavier soils than other
Leucophyllum selections. USDA Zone 7.

AT A GLANCE SUMMARY
SIZE (H X W)

5 feet x 5 feet

FLOWER COLOR

Dark pink

FLOWER SEASON

Summer - Fall

EXPOSURE

Full sun

WATER

Low

GROWTH RATE

Moderate

HARDINESS

10º F, USDA Zone 7

PRUNING

Minimal

© Copyright by Mountain States Wholesale Nursery 2002

LEUCOPHYLLUM ZYGOPHYLLUM
CIMARRON®

This petite evergreen shrub has a
soft, rounded form, with distinctively
cupped gray-green leaves. Masses of
blue-purple flowers are produced on
and off during the summer and fall
during periods of high humidity.
Cimarron® is one of the smaller
Texas sages, topping out at about 3
feet tall and wide. This species is
sometimes called Blue Ranger. It is
less likely to rot out than other
cultivars but do not overwater and
provide well-drained soils to avoid
problems.

AT A GLANCE SUMMARY
SIZE (H X W)

3 feet x 3 feet

FLOWER COLOR

Blue-Purple

FLOWER SEASON

Summer-Fall

EXPOSURE

Full Sun
Reflected Heat

WATER

Low

GROWTH RATE

Moderately Slow

HARDINESS

10º F, USDA Zone 7

PRUNING

None; Light trim

© Copyright by Mountain States Wholesale Nursery 2006
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SALVIA GREGGII SIERRA LINDA™
AUTUMN SAGE

This clone of autumn sage was selected for
its improved heat tolerance. While it handles the Phoenix summers better than any
other selection we have found, it still requires some protection from intense afternoon sun. It works well on east exposures,
and can even handle full shade, although
flower production will be limited. In the
spring and fall this shrub blooms profusely
with small hot pink flowers, attracting
hummingbirds and humans alike. The
small, glossy, dark green leaves of this
plant make it a nice addition to the oasis
zone of a garden. Pruning off old flower
spikes enhances blooming, and nitrogen
fertilization helps to carry plants through
the summer heat.

AT A GLANCE SUMMARY
SIZE (H X W)

3 feet x 3 feet

FLOWER COLOR

Hot Pink

FLOWER SEASON

Spring - Fall

EXPOSURE

Full Sun - High Desert
Part Shade - Low Desert

WATER

Low - Moderate

GROWTH RATE

Fast

HARDINESS

0º F, USDA Zone 7

PRUNING

Shear in Late Winter
and Mid-Summer

© Copyright by Mountain States Wholesale Nursery 2005
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BAUHINIA LUNARIOIDES (syn. B. CONGESTA)
ANACACHO ORCHID

This airy, semi-evergreen shrub or
small tree is native to west Texas and
Mexico. The gray-green leaves are
shaped like little butterflies. Small, delicate, white five-petaled flowers are produced from late spring to early summer.
It is tolerant of sun and drought, but
also handles part shade and ample
moisture. Although tolerant of most
soils, it requires good drainage. The
growth rate will be slow to moderate
depending on available moisture. This
plant is brittle, and should be protected
from strong winds.

AT A GLANCE SUMMARY
SIZE (H X W)

12 Feet x 10 feet

FLOWER COLOR

Pink or White

FLOWER SEASON

Spring - Summer

EXPOSURE

Full Sun to Part Shade

WATER

Low

GROWTH RATE

Slow to Moderate

HARDINESS

10º F, USDA Zone 7

PRUNING

To Thin or Shape
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FORESTERIA NEOMEXICANA
NEW MEXICO OLIVE
New Mexico Olive is a large vase-shaped,
deciduous shrub whose native habitat
ranges from southern California to western
Texas. It blooms in the early spring with
small yellow flowers that provide rich
nectar for honeybees. Female plants
produce fleshy dark blue fruits in late
summer, causing litter for humans but a
feast for songbirds. Small green leaves
drop in the fall, exposing smooth pale grey
trunks in the winter months. Sometimes
called Elbow Tree, this shrub sends out
branches at unusual angles to create a
unique form. Plant as an understory tree or
in full sun. Left unpruned, it forms an
effective windbreak. Occasional deep
irrigation is recommended during the
summer months.

AT A GLANCE SUMMARY

SIZE (H X W)

10-18 ft x 10-15 ft

FLOWER COLOR

Yellow

FLOWER SEASON

Spring

EXPOSURE

Full sun to part shade

WATER

Low to Moderate

GROWTH RATE

Moderate

HARDINESS

-20º F, USDA Zone 4

PRUNING

Shape for tree form
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VAUQUELINIA CALIFORNICA
ARIZONA ROSEWOOD

This slow-growing, evergreen shrub or
small tree is native to southern Arizona and
Mexico, occurring at elevations of 2500 to
5000 feet. The dark green, leathery and
lance-shaped leaves resemble those of
oleander, except the margins are serrated.
Flattened clusters of tiny white flowers
appear in late spring, eventually developing into persistent tan colored fruit. Rosewood may be planted in full sun and
should be provided well-drained soils.
Unlike oleander it is not poisonous and
produces beautiful multi-trunked
specimens that may be 15 feet tall by 10
feet across.

AT A GLANCE SUMMARY
SIZE (H X W)

15 feet x 10 feet

FLOWER COLOR

White

FLOWER SEASON

Spring

EXPOSURE

Full Sun

WATER

Low

GROWTH RATE

Slow

HARDINESS

-10º F, USDA Zone 6

PRUNING

To Shape
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CHILOPSIS LINEARIS ART’S SEEDLESS™
SEEDLESS DESERT WILLOW

Desert willows have been popular in native
Southwestern landscapes for years. The large,
showy flowers produced during the heat of
summer provide months of color and attract
hummingbirds. Unfortunately, most desert
willows produce many long, narrow seed
pods which persist on the plant for months.
Art Combe, a famed plantsman known as the
Wizard of the Wasatch, created this seedless
form of desert willow. Art’s Seedless™ has
large, pink-rose flowers, long narrow bright
green leaves, but no messy seed pods. This
thornless, heat-tolerant, water-efficient tree
grows at a fairly rapid rate to about 25 feet
tall and wide. We are excited to offer this
long awaited introduction. Hardy to -10° F.
USDA Zone 6.

AT A GLANCE SUMMARY
SIZE (H X W)

25 feet x 25 feet

FLOWER COLOR

Pink-Rose

FLOWERING TIME Summer
EXPOSURE

Full Sun

WATER

Low to Moderate

GROWTH RATE

Moderate-Fast

HARDINESS

-10º F, USDA Zone 6

PRUNING

Prune to shape

© Copyright by Mountain States Wholesale Nursery 2004

CHILOPSIS LINEARIS ‘BUBBA’
DESERT WILLOW
The whimsical namesake of this particular
selection of desert willow - ‘Bubba’ is a
reference to just how vigorous and brawny
this tree can be. Chilopsis linearis ‘Bubba’
has the capacity to easily grow up to 30 feet
tall in the landscape. Starting in late spring
and summer ‘Bubba’ will produce a copious
amount of large, dark burgundy, fragrant
flowers. This is a winter deciduous tree that
will cover itself during the warm season with
slender, glossy, dark green leaves. Like
other desert willows ‘Bubba’ is a great
choice for a heat tolerant, low maintenance,
water-wise tree for a sunny landscape. It will
produce seed pods but usually fewer than
most. ‘Bubba’ desert willow is hardy to –10°
and USDA zone 6.

AT A GLANCE SUMMARY
SIZE (H X W)

25 to 30 feet

FLOWER COLOR

Burgundy

FLOWER SEASON

Summer

EXPOSURE

Full Sun

WATER

Low to Moderate

GROWTH RATE

Moderate to Fast

HARDINESS

-10º F, USDA Zone 6

PRUNING

Prune to shape

© Copyright by Mountain States Wholesale Nursery 2006
Visit our web site at www.mswn.com for more information.

CHILOPSIS LINEARIS WARREN JONES ™
DESERT WILLOW

This clone of desert willow was named in
honor of the famed Landscape Architecture Professor Emeritus Warren Jones, of
the University of Arizona. This willow
grows quickly to about 25 to 30 feet tall
and wide. It was selected for its large,
showy, light pink flowers. Producing
fewer seedpods than usual, this introduction is an excellent choice for patios and
along paths or walkways. In low deserts
Warren Jones TM is nearly evergreen, or is
deciduous for a very short period of time.
Hardy to about 10°F. USDA Zone 8.

AT A GLANCE SUMMARY
SIZE (H X W)

25-30 feet x 25-30 feet

FLOWER COLOR

Light Pink

FLOWER SEASON

Spring - Summer

EXPOSURE

Full sun, part shade

WATER

Low

GROWTH RATE

Moderately fast

HARDINESS

10º F, USDA Zone 8

PRUNING

Prune to shape

© Copyright by Mountain States Wholesale Nursery 2003

SOPHORA SECUNDIFLORA SILVER SIERRA ¥
SILVER TEXAS MOUNTAIN LAUREL
Texas Mountain Laurel is a small thornless
evergreen tree. A good choice for patio areas,
it is very clean and grows slowly to 15 feet
tall and wide. Silver Sierra¥ is a silver-leafed
form of the species. It is similar in all
respects with the exception that it has bright
silver foliage instead of green. This plant has
been grafted to ensure consistency. The dark
purple wisteria-like blossoms look stunning
against the silver foliage. The flowers also
smell like grape bubble-gum. The silverfoliaged plants appear to be less susceptible
than the green to the annoying caterpillar
moth. (The caterpillars of a small moth skeltonize the new growth of the regular greenleafed Texas Mountain Laurels.) The seeds
are toxic, but are encased in a nearly impenetrable hard pod, so any danger is minimal.

AT A GLANCE SUMMARY
SIZE (H X W)

15 feet x 15 feet

FLOWER COLOR

Purple

FLOWER SEASON

February - March

EXPOSURE

Full sun, part shade

WATER

Low, extra summer
water

GROWTH RATE

Slow

HARDINESS

10º F, USDA Zone 7

PRUNING

Prune to shape

© Copyright by Mountain States Wholesale Nursery 2012
Visit our web site at www.mswn.com for more information.

ACACIA ANEURA
MULGA

Native to Australia, Mulga is an
evergreen shrub or small tree growing to 20 feet tall by 15 feet wide.
Instead of true leaves, Mulga has
leathery, dull gray-green to silvery
leaf-like phyllodes. This plant
grows slowly to form a dense
pyramidal to rounded shape. Tiny
rod-shaped golden yellow flowers
appear in the spring. Plant in full
sun or part shade. Be sure not to
over-water! Mulga is cold hardy to
15º F, USDA Zone 8.

AT A GLANCE SUMMARY
SIZE (H X W)

20 feet x 15 feet

FLOWER COLOR

Yellow

FLOWER SEASON

Spring

EXPOSURE

Full sun, part shade

WATER

Low

GROWTH RATE

Slow

HARDINESS

15º F, USDA Zone 8

PRUNING

Prune to shape

© Copyright by Mountain States Wholesale Nursery 2002

PROSOPIS GLANDULOSA
MAVERICK®

Maverick® is a thornless selection of the
Texas honey mesquite, and is vegetatively
propagated to ensure this characteristic.
Prosopis glandulosa is the most reliably
cold-hardy mesquite, tolerating temperatures
down to 0° F. It has a wide spreading form to
about 30 feet tall by 30-35 feet wide. This
tree is best suited to parks or wide open areas
where it can spread out, as its natural growth
habit is rather open and irregular. (The
Prosopis hybrid Phoenix® is a better choice
for narrower roadway and median plantings.)
The leaves are bright green, with widelyspaced leaflets. The leaves look very similar
to those of California Pepper (Schinus molle).
The smooth gray bark provides a wonderful
contrast to the green foliage. Texas honey
mesquite is completely deciduous. USDA
Zone 6.

AT A GLANCE SUMMARY
SIZE (H X W)

30 feet x 30-35 feet

FLOWER COLOR

Yellow

FLOWER SEASON

Spring

EXPOSURE

Full sun

WATER

Low

GROWTH RATE

Fast

HARDINESS

0º F, USDA Zone 6

PRUNING

Prune to shape

© Copyright by Mountain States Wholesale Nursery 2002

PROSOPIS HYBRID
PHOENIX®

This grafted clone of South American Hybrid
Mesquite combines the lush, thornless,
uniform characteristics of Prosopis alba
Colorado™ with a reliable root system that
anchors the tree even in strong winds. In addition, the Prosopis juliflora rootstock has
slowed down the top growth considerably,
and resulted in healthier branching structure.
To see examples of established specimens,
you are welcome to visit the nursery. We can
also direct you to other specimens in the area.
Prosopis hybrid Phoenix® will reach a mature size of 30 feet tall and wide. In low
deserts it is semi-evergreen, with lush green
compound leaves. It is reliably cold hardy to
15° F. These trees are either multi-trunked or
low-breaking, but a good percentage have the
narrow vase shape required for parking lots
and other narrow planting spaces. USDA
Zone 8.

AT A GLANCE SUMMARY
SIZE (H X W)

30 feet x 30 feet

FLOWER COLOR

Pale Yellow

FLOWER SEASON

Spring

EXPOSURE

Full sun

WATER

Low

GROWTH RATE

Fast

HARDINESS

15º F, USDA Zone 8

PRUNING

Prune to shape

© Copyright by Mountain States Wholesale Nursery 2002

PISTACIA X ‘RED PUSH’
RED PUSH PISTACHE
‘Red Push’ is a hybrid between P. atlantica and
P. integerrima. This deciduous tree has a moderate growth rate, developing a broad, spreading
form to 25 – 40' tall by 20 – 40' wide. The compound leaves have 10-16 leaflets, with a distinctive red color when they first emerge. The
leaves mature to a medium green color, then
provide another color display in the fall, changing to red, orange and yellow. Young trees may
be a bit gawky, but become shapely with age.
‘Red Push’ is drought and cold tolerant, and can
adapt to a wide variety of soils. Non-allergenic
and long-lived, this is a tree that should be utilized more in the southwest as a street or lawn
tree. Hardy to 0° F. USDA Zone 7.

AT A GLANCE SUMMARY
SIZE (H X W)

40 feet x 40 feet

FLOWER COLOR

Insignificant

EXPOSURE

Full sun

WATER

Moderate

GROWTH RATE

Slow

HARDINESS

0° F, USDA Zone 7

PRUNING

Prune to shape
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